WHAT IS VENUS LEGACY™?
Venus Legacy is a skin tightening and body contouring device that utilizes multi-polar radio frequency and Pulsed Magnetic fields which tighten loose skin and reduce the appearance of cellulite.

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF TREATMENTS WITH VENUS LEGACY™?
You can decrease the appearance of fine lines, wrinkles, and cellulite, as well as tighten loose skin, and increase collagen production.

HOW DOES THE TECHNOLOGY WORK?
Using patented (MP)² technology, Venus Legacy utilizes multi-polar radio frequency and Pulsed Magnetic fields which produce a soothing and therapeutic heat matrix over the skin. Skin tightening, wrinkle reduction and cellulite reduction occur because the multi-polar radio frequency causes a thermal reaction in the tissue which stimulates the body’s natural healing response. This restoring response causes the skin to contract, achieving tighter skin, softening of wrinkles and reduced cellulite.

WHAT DO THE TREATMENTS FEEL LIKE?
Venus Legacy™ treatments are non-invasive and painless, with many Clients comparing the treatment to a hot-stone massage!

HOW MANY TREATMENTS WILL I NEED?
To obtain optimal results, Sona recommends a series of 6 treatments for the face or neck, and a series of 8 for other areas of the body. It is not uncommon for our Clients to continue to see an improvement in their skin up to three months after the series of treatments is complete.

WHAT AREAS CAN I TREAT?
With Venus Legacy, we are able to treat virtually all parts of the body including the face & neck. We can even focus on those fine lines around the eyes. You will enjoy results regardless of skin type or age.